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Warm It Up Preheating your engine for winter flying JEFF SIMON, EA A 478233



I



’ve said it many times: The most important thing both dust and water; they come from the manufacturer you can do to keep your aircraft healthy is to fly dry and often get improperly installed that way. Without it regularly. Inactivity of any aircraft component oil, they make great little sponges and are a fast path to invites corrosion and general deterioration. The simple wheel hub corrosion. Speaking of oil, this is also a good time to get your next acts of starting the engine, warming up the avionics, taxiing out to the runway, and taking flight do wonders oil change out of the way, even if you still have a few hours left before it’s due. If you for your plane. Each step bentypically use straight-weight efits one system or another and According to some studies, winoils in the summer, this is your helps keep the ravages of time opportunity to switch over to a at bay. However, cold weather ter cold starts can account for multi-weight that will flow well makes it difficult to fly as often more engine wear than years of in cold temperatures but still as we’d like. Unless your aircraft offer the proper viscosity when is stored in a toasty hangar, normal flying. the engine heats up. even simple winter maintenance If your aircraft has a winter baffle kit to reduce engine tasks can be a significant challenge. Just try adding air to a low tire when it’s 25 degrees Fahrenheit outside and cooling in cold temperatures, this may be the time to install that as well, as long as it will not lead to high temyou’ll know exactly what I mean. perature issues before it gets really cold outside. Typically, we want the engine to have as much cooling Preparing for Winter Proper lubrication becomes more and more important air flow as possible, to keep the cylinder head temperaas the temperature drops. Be sure to lubricate all of the tures down. However, engine temperatures that are too aircraft’s friction points as specified in the maintenance low cause problems as well. One of the most important manual. Lubricants such as grease can dry up and lose ones being that engine oil needs to get hot enough to performance over time, especially in low temps. Pay boil away any accumulated water in the engine. Moisture particular attention to the landing gear. The effects of forms in the engine in two ways: from condensation and constant exposure to water, slush, and ice; as well as daily as a byproduct of combustion. Have you ever noticed thawing and freezing cycles, make landing gear compo- water dripping out of the tailpipe of a car in front of you nents vulnerable to wear and corrosion. One specific tip in traffic? That’s water from combustion, and the loose when repacking the wheel bearings is to thoroughly soak design of aircraft engines pass small amounts of this water, the felt dust pads in clean engine oil. The pads keep out along with other corrosive byproducts, past the rings and 82
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into the engine oil. The good news is that all it takes to keep the moisture content low is to fly regularly and make sure that the oil temperature makes it over 212°F (the boiling point of water). Lastly, even though most of the precipitation coming down may be frozen, it still contains acids from environmental pollution. So, it’s important to give your aircraft’s exterior finish a good cleaning and waxing to protect it from the elements during the coming months. In addition, a smooth, waxed exterior makes clearing ice and snow much easier.



Aircraft Preheating A cold engine can be hard to start, and low temperatures weaken your battery’s ability to crank the engine for extended periods. But that’s only the beginning. According to some studies, winter cold starts can account for more engine wear than years of normal flying. Contrary to popular belief, oil flow is not the major reason for preheating the engine. Modern multi-viscosity oils such as AeroShell 15W50, Phillips 20W50, and Exxon Elite 15W50 are designed to operate in temperatures



as low as 0 degrees. That is essentially what the viscosity numbers in the oils’ names mean. AeroShell 15W50 acts like 50-weight oil in hot engine conditions and 15-weight oil in cold engine conditions. If there isn’t a problem with the oil at 20 degrees, why bother preheating at all? The answer lies in the basic design of the piston aircraft engine. One of the most important design factors for all aircraft engines is weight, and just about all piston aircraft engine designs address this challenge by using aluminum wherever possible. This includes the crankcase, pistons, and cylinder heads. Parts that require greater strength than aluminum, such as the cylinder barrels, connecting rods, and the crankshaft, are made out of steel and other highstrength metals. All metals expand and contract with temperature changes, but they do it at different rates and to varying degrees. This can have a dramatic effect on the clearances in critical parts of the engine. Aluminum and steel have dramatically different expansion properties. In colder temperatures, aluminum will contract almost twice as much as steel.



When the aluminum is heated, it will expand twice as much as the steel as well. The bearings for the crankshaft are an excellent example of this problem. The crankshaft bearing is supported by the aluminum case, while the crankshaft itself is steel. The clearances for these parts are designed for normal operating temperatures. In extremely cold temperatures, the aluminum case contracts enough to make the bearings too tight and can cause substantial wear and damage upon start-up. In the cylinder, the piston is made of aluminum, while the cylinder barrel is made out of steel. When the cylinder is extremely cold, the piston shrinks much more than the barrel. This causes the opposite problem, at first. The piston can wobble too much in the barrel and cause “scuffing.” But, as soon as the engine gets going, the piston begins to heat up and expand rapidly—more rapidly than the cylinder barrel. This quickly leads to the opposite problem where the piston expands and the piston-tobarrel clearance gets too small, also causing wear and possible damage to the cylinder.



Preflights aren’t a lot of fun in the cold, but regular winter flights are the best thing you can do to keep your aircraft healthy. EAA Sport Aviation
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maintenance & restoration Built-in Preheaters Most experts recommend preheating anytime the temperature drops near or below freezing. The most common method of preheating is via a built-in, electric preheating device, such as a small electric pad that is bonded to the oil sump. If you want to keep the engine heated on an ongoing basis, the best systems also include heating elements for other parts of the engine, including the case and cylinders. Heating just the oil sump for long periods of time can do more damage than good. The problem lies in condensation. Condensation can occur anytime warm, moist air flows over a surface colder than the dew point. In the case of electric oil sump heaters, the warm air above the oil can condense on the cold parts of the engine, such as the cylinders and camshaft. Since



water is a key ingredient for corrosion, leaving only an oil sump heater plugged in for extended periods of time can lead to premature cylinder and camshaft wear. The other problem with the sumponly preheating system is that it doesn’t address the critical clearance issues that we described earlier. Your oil may be warm, but if your cylinders are cold, you’ll still have expansion issues and excessive wear at start-up. If you use a sump-only engine preheater, it’s important to use an engine blanket to contain the heat generated at the sump and to only use the heater within 12 hours or so of your next flight. As long as you follow these guidelines, an oil sump-only heater will work just fine. If you want to leave the aircraft plugged in for extended periods of



time, you’ll need additional heating elements. Systems such as Tanis and Reiff preheaters heat the entire engine and eliminate both clearance and condensation issues, even when left plugged in for extended periods of time. The Tanis TAS100 system includes an oil sump heating element as well as individual heating probes that mount in the cylinder head temperature (CHT) hole on each cylinder. If you use a CHT probe already, Tanis offers heating elements that replace the intake tube bolts with heated bolt elements and even one that replaces the standard rocker gaskets with heated gasket elements. The Reiff system uses heated bands around each cylinder to warm the top end. Both systems are excellent methods of ensuring the entire engine is heated properly. Again, an engine blanket should be used



Portable preheaters such as this create a powerful flow of hot air into the engine compartment to help warm things up on chilly days.
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snow and rain off of the cowl, making it easier to preflight the aircraft.



Portable Engine Preheaters



Systems such as the Tanis TAS100 heat the entire engine and protect it from both start-up wear and condensation issues during the winter.



to maintain an even temperature and eliminate condensation issues. As an added bonus, they also keep



If you don’t have electricity available at your tie-down area, or if you want to avoid the cost of an installed system, the most common solution is forced hot-air preheating. This is the most common form of rapid engine heating used by fixed base operators and flight schools. These systems usually require both electricity and propane to create a powerful flow of hot air into the engine compartment. The air is either blown into the bottom of the cowl at the exhaust opening or through the front of the cowl at the air inlets. The only problems with forced hot-air preheating are that it takes time for the engine to warm up, you usually have to pay for the ser-



vice, and you may also have to wait in line on a cold day. Whichever method of preheating you choose, remember that the best way to keep your aircraft in top condition is to fly it often, even in the winter months. Winter flying does have its benefits, including smooth air, improved climb performance, excellent visibility, and few thunderstorms. In fact, I can often be seen mumbling about my frozen fingers as I’m clearing snow from the wings, but hot chocolate cures all! Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. To learn more about aircraft ownership and maintenance, visit Approach Aviation at www.ApproachAviation.com or call, toll-free, 877-564-4457.
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maintenance & restoration Warm It Up 

you can do to keep your aircraft healthy is to fly it regularly ... Typically, we want the engine to have as much cooling air flow as ... According to some studies, win-.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Oiling Up 

select the proper oil for the job, fly the plane, and change the oil at the proper intervals. Most piston aircraft oil systems consist of a reservoir, a pickup .... et, oil analysis kit, wrenches for the oil filter, and .... cover the basics of safet
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Warm up! 
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maintenance & restoration Propeller Maintenance 

trifugal force acting to pull the blades from the hub. While ... easily tear the engine from its mounts, rendering the air- .... Issue Frequency: Monthly. 5.
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

with no moving parts and a simple flat gasket where the cap meets the ... owners keep pipe cleaners (attached to. â€œremove ... designs on general aviation aircraft:.
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Why warm up 

An efficient warm up plan. 1. A general warm up ... In order to be more efficient : The body overhall output is ... become more accurate. Warm up increases the ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: DIY Aircraft Maintenance 

cated owner is the best insurance you can have to maintain your safety as well as your .... dental to operations. (27) The interchange of balloon bas- kets and ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: DIY Aircraft Maintenance 

a fun and rewarding experience and might make you a more ... holder of a pilot certificate issued under Part 61 may .... school approved under Sec. 147.21(e).
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Maintenance & Restoration: Charging Ahead 

Within this system, the battery has two main jobs. This first is to act as ... Check the security of all battery hold-down hardware and straps, and replace such when ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

two that will get us to our destination a little quick- er. As soon as ... include fixed trim-tabs that are sig- nificantly ... To properly inspect wing dihedral and rig the ...
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

During the descent, the pilot made a Mayday call advising that .... This is the inside of a wet wing fuel tank, with the fuel-sending unit in the center. You can see ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Post-Maintenance Inspections 

the individual who completed the work, so that you get the complete list. Many good mechanics will take care of small items that are not part of the main job as ...
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sion management plan can dra- .... Computer Sciences Corporation Federal Sector ... Every paint shop knows that once the aircraft has been stripped, it's time.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Aircraft Rigging 

each wingtip to a point on the center- line of the tail cone. ... a facility that has the proper tools for the job and is .... U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller USA ...
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Maintenance & Restoration: Panel Makeovers 

good news is that you don't have to break the bank to clean up ... This work can often be done by the ... mechanic team with more â€œsweat equityâ€� than cash. An avionics ... Getting Things in Line ... For a small fee, the overhaul shop can also.
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less than the numbers in your operations manual. While it's questionable whether any of .... A calibrated cable tensiometer is a must for this task, and the adjust-.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Weight Factors 

This part of the lift equation can be simplified into ... question of performance becomes a huge jigsaw puzzle. ... Weight and balance play an important part in aircraft ... these performance figures based ... limits, elevator and rudder response bec
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Maintenance & Restoration: Panel Makeovers 

UMA (www.UMAInstruments.com) sell electroluminescent light strips, as well as instrument bezels for retrofit. Electroluminescent lighting systems produce an ...
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panel.â€� Browse your local airport and you're likely to find that .... Episodes 7-9 (Electronics, Firewall Forward, Plumbing and Exhaust). F13475 $21.99. Episodes ...
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Knowing the terminology will make it easier to understand and evaluate propeller ... Other terms, such as leading edge, chord .... U.S. Service Center Florida:.
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north end of Doolittle Drive behind the Camp Store. ... small rocketpowered test plane called the X-1. Knowing the risks ... through a complete rigging check. It's.
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Maintenance & Restoration: Listening for Trouble 

One area where many pilots find themselves challenged in their situational awareness ... ferret out these problems, as well as some of the problems that can be ...
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U.S. Service Center Florida: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Phone: (386) 736-7762 info"mt-propellerusa.com. Headquarters in Germany: MT-Propeller Entwicklung ...
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